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approaches monitor the abnormal behaviors on hosts to determine whether the host is infected, such as the status of
operating system, the running status of suspicious programs,
access to suspicious Registries, files, system call sequences,
etc. [4], [5], [6]. (2) Network-based approaches mainly analyze
the network traffic to filter out the host which has abnormal
traffics [7]. Network-based approaches will be ineffective
with traffic encrypted, C&C protocols changed, etc. These
approaches are not able to identify the malicious process.
(3) Host and network correlation approaches correlate host
information with network traffic to detect bots [8], [9]. This is
a new detection mechanism at the exploration stage because
existing approaches still have the problems of both host- and
network- based approaches.

Abstract—Botnet has become one of the most serious threats
to Internet security. Compared with network-based bot detection
approaches, host-based approaches can discover more insights
of unknown bots, and we may completely eliminate bots if we
can successfully detect them on end-host. Host-based approaches
mainly include signature and behavior-based detection approaches. In this paper we propose a behavior and signature correlated
bot detection approach, BotCatch. Firstly, we present the design
of BotCatch. There are four components in BotCatch: analysis
engine, signature analysis engine, behavior analysis engine, and
correlation engine. The analysis engine assigns the suspicious
sample to signature analysis engine and behavior analysis engine.
These two engines analyze the sample and generate signature and
behavior analysis result. Then correlation engine correlates these
two analysis results to generate the final detection result. There
is also a feedback mechanism which presents the correlation
result to behavior analysis engine to guide its learning procedure.
Secondly, we analyze the effectiveness of our correlation approach
compared with signature-based and behavior-based bot detection
approach. The analysis indicate that our correlation approach can
effectively improve the detection accuracy. Thirdly, we evaluate
our approach through experiments and the result indicate that
our approach can detect bots effectively.

Compared with network-based approaches, host-based approaches can discover more insights of unknown bots, and
more importantly, we may completely eliminate the bot if we
can successfully detect it on end-host. In signature-based bot
detection approaches, the known bot programs and suspicous
programs do not need to run. Thus signature-based approaches
have low risks. While behavior-based approaches need to run
all of them, thus they have high risks. Signature-based approaches use the match method to generate the detection result,
if the match result reaches a level the program is regarded as
bot. Thus it can only detect known bots, to be more specific,
it can only detect the bots in the knowledge database. While
behavior-based approaches monitors the real execution behaviors to determine whether the programs are malicious. Thus
they can detect unkown bots. Most signature-based approaches
have low false positives because they are based on the strict
match result. They have different false negatives according
to the difference between experiment data and knowledge
database. While in behavior detection approaches, up-to-date
bot programs use many hidden mechanisms and act like benign
programs. Thus behavior-based approaches have low detection
accuracy. From the perspective of overhead, signature-based
approaches only analyze the suspicious binary to extract its
signature, while behavior-based approaches need to monitor
all the system calls. Thus signature-based approaches have low
overhead and behavior-based approaches have high overhead.
Up-to-date bots use many obfuscation techniques to evade
the detection, and these techniques can evade signature-based
approaches while well-designed behavior-based approaches
are still able to detect them. The comparison of these two
approaches are summarized in Table I.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Botnet has become one of the most serious threats to
Internet security [1]. A bot is a host compromised by malwares
under the control of the botmaster through Command and
Control (C&C) channel (i.e., IRC, HTTP, P2P, etc.). A large
scale of bots form a botnet. The botmaster can utilize botnet
to conduct various cyber crimes such as spreading malwares,
DDoS attacks, spamming, phishing, and other cyber crimes.
Botnet has become the major platform for most online criminal
activities.
In order to defend bots, a large number of researches have
been carried on regarding the detection of bot and botnet. According to the execution location, existing approaches can be
divided into three categories: host-based approaches, networkbased approaches, and host and network correlation approaches. (1) Host-based approaches mainly include signature- and
behavior-based detection approaches [2]. Signature-based detection approaches mainly extract the feature information of
the suspicious program to match with a knowledge database
of existing bot, such as Rishi [3]. Behavior-based detection
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Signature-based

Behavior-based

TABLE I.

Advantage
Low risk
Low false positives
Low overhead
Can detect unknown bots
Can deal with obfuscations
Real-time detection

Disadvantage
Unable to detect unknown bots
Unable to deal with obfuscations
Require a lot of prior knowledge
High risk
Low detection accuracy
High overhead

engine correlates these two analysis results to generate the final
detection result. There is also a feedback mechanism between
behavior analysis engine and correlation engine. This feedback
mechanism provides the correlation result and signature detection result to behavior analysis engine to guide the learning
procedure of behavior analysis engine.

C OMPARISON OF S IGNATURE - BASED AND
B EHAVIOR - BASED A PPROACHES

Fig. 1.

Behavior-based and signature-based approaches have many
opposite features as shown in Table I. Thus if we can combine
these two approaches, we may overcome some critical limitations of each approach and generate a better bot detection
solution. We design BotCatch, a behavior and signature correlated bot detection approach. There are four components in
BotCatch: analysis engine, signature analysis engine, behavior
analysis engine, and correlation engine. The analysis engine
assign the suspicious sample to signature analysis engine
and behavior analysis engine. These two engines analyze the
sample and generate signature analysis result and behavior
analysis result. Then correlation engine correlates these two
analysis results to generate the final detection result. Our experiment result indicate that BotCatch can detect bot programs
effectively.
Our work makes the following contributions:
(1) We design a bot detection approach called BotCatch.
There are 4 components: analysis engine, signature analysis
engine, behavior analysis engine, and correlation engine. BotCatch generates the final detection result through correlating
signature analysis result with behavior analysis engine.
(2) We propose a feedback mechanism between behavior
analysis engine and correlation engine. This feedback mechanism presents the correlation result and signature detection
result to behavior analysis engine to guide its learning procedure.
(3) We evaluate our approach through three experiments:
signature-based bot detection, behavior-based bot detection,
and signature and behavior correlated bot detection approach.
The results indicate that correlated bot detection approach can
improve the detection accuracy.
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows: Section
II presents the design of BotCatch in detail. Section IV presents
the implementation and evaluation of BotCatch. Section III
analyzes the effectiveness of BotCatch. Section V presents the
limitation and future work. Section VI is related work. Section
VII concludes this paper.
II.

B OT C ATCH D ESIGN

A. System Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, BotCatch is composed of 4 components: analysis engine, signature analysis engine, behavior
analysis engine, and correlation engine. The analysis engine
assign the suspicious sample to signature analysis engine
and behavior analysis engine. The behavior analysis engine
analyzes the suspicious sample in a virtual environment and
generates the behavior analysis result. The signature analysis
engine analyzes the sample using online analysis tool virustotal
[10] to generate the signature result. Then the correlation
1635
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B. Analysis Engine
Our analysis engine receives the suspicious samples submitted to BotCatch and then assign them to signature and
behavior analysis engine. There are three submission ways,
using the web utility, using the submission API of Python, and
using the interface of smaple database. The easiest way is web
while it is not easy to accomplish the automated analysis. The
Python API also uses the interface of database, thus we directly
use the interface of database to accomplish the automated
analysis. The BotCatch also manages the assignment. If the
signature and behavior analysis engine are in waiting state, the
sample will be directly assigned to them. If they are analysing
other sample, the new samples will be stored in our database.
When they finish the analysis, the analysis engine will send the
new sample to them according to the sequence of submission
time.
C. Behavior Analysis Engine
Behavior analysis engine executes a suspicious sample in
an isolated environment. Thus we can monitor the sample
behaviors without modifying the guest OS or installing additional softwares, and reduce the risk of being detected by
bot programs. There are five phases in botnet life cycle: initial
injection, secondary injection, connection or rally, malicious
activities, and maintenance and upgrading [2]. According to
the behaviors of these 5 phases, we monitor the Registry behaviors, file behaviors, and network behaviors of bot programs
to extract its behaviors. We monitor its Registry behaviors
and file behaviors in the isolated environment, its network
behaviors through monitoring the packets of virtual ethernet
adapter in host. We extract 11 behavior features to generate
the behavior feature vector as shown in Table II, including 4
Registry features, 3 file features, and 4 network features.
According to the feature vector, we use Support Vector Machine (SVM) to generate the behavior suspicious value b. SVM
learns from benign and bot feature vectors to predict unlabeled
behavior vectors. Many previous researches focused on the

TABLE II.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

B EHAVIOR FEATURE VECTOR

{

Feature Description
Creation or Modification of AutoRun Key in Registry
Creation or Modification of Process Injection Key in Registry
Creation or Modification of Other Critical Registry Key
DLL Creation into System Directory
EXE Creation into System Directory
Modification of Files in System Directory
Creation of Other Files in System Directory
Number of Ports Opened
Number of Suspicious Ports
Number of Unique IPs Contacted
Number of Suspicious IP

w=

s

,s ≥ β

αs + (1 − α)b

,s < β

(2)

Since s = d/47, b ∈ [0, 1], and α ∈ [0, 1], w is also a value
between 0 and 1. Suppose γ is the threshold, and if w < γ,
the suspicious program is benign, malicious on the contrary.
In this equation, firstly, we use signature suspicious value s to
compare with β. If s ≥ β we will not consider the behavior
suspicious value b. Because s is the signature suspicious value,
if many antivirus engines detect it as malicious. That means
this program is a known malicious program and we can detect
binary (malicious or benign) classification and the results are
it as malicious without behavior detection. We set β greater
likely to be inaccurate because of the learning procedure [8]. In
than γ and β is a value greater than 0.5. Suppose β = 0.6,
order to improve the learning model, we calibrate the distance
if s ≥ β, that means there are more than 28 antivirus engines
score to a posterior classification probability indicating how
detect this program as malicious. In this case we can detect it
likely a test feature vector belongs to a particular class [11].
as malicious because β is greater than γ. If s < β, we will
use the second formula to calculate w. In this formula, we set
1
P r(y = 1|x) ≈ PA,B (f ) ≡
, wheref = f (x). α as a value smaller than 0.5. Because in this case, behavior
1 + exp(Af + B)
detection result plays a more important role and should has a
(1)
higher weight. We can get the final suspicious value w after
In order to calculate the posterior classification probability
the correlation procedure, thus we can get the final detection
of new sample, we need to calculate A, B and f . We can get
result through comparing with γ.
A, B through the training dataset. While f (x) is the decision
Besides generating the final detection result, correlation
value of the sample vector, we can get it from the prediction
engine has another effect, dynamic guiding the machine learnprocedure. From Equation 1, we can conclude that posterior
ing procedure of behavior analysis engine. If s is greater than
classification probability is a value between 0 and 1. We use
β, and if behavior suspicious value is not well, suppose b is
b to represent the behavior suspicion value.
smaller than δ. Then we can add this feature vector to our
training set. We will not retrain our model immediately because
D. Signature Analysis Engine
frequent training will cause heavy overheads and a small
Signature-based bot detection approaches should build a
number of new samples makes no significance. Thus when
large knowledge database, while we are lack of large scale bot
the number of new samples reaches a certain threshold, such
samples. Antivirus scanner is a kind of malware detectors, and
as a half of the trained samples, we can retrain our models. In
malware detector is a system that attempts to identify malware
this way, we can gradually make our behavior analysis more
using signatures and other heuristics techniques [12]. Thus we
accurate without causing too much overheads. This dynamic
can use the knowledge databases of antivirus companies to
learning procedure can make our behavior analysis adapt the
overcome this weakness. We use the interface of virustotal
constantly changes of bots.
to get the signature analysis result. Virustotal is a free online
service that analyzes files and URLs enabling the identification
III. E FFECTIVENESS A NALYSIS
of viruses, worms, trojans and other kinds of malicious content detected by antivirus engines and website scanners [10].
Signature-based bot detection approach can detect known
Virustotal can return the detection results of about 47 different
bots with a high detection accuracy, while it will be ineffecantivirus engines with the most updated signature database.
tive with variants or new bots. Behavior-based bot detection
Our signature analysis engine submits the suspicious sample
approach can detect both known and unknown bots with almost
to virustotal and uses the returned result for further analysis.
equal detection accuracy while not high enough. BotCatch
Virustotal has 47 antivirus engines at present, and every engine
can detect known bots with a high detection accuracy like
returns the result of 0 or 1. 0 denotes it is benign and 1
signature-based bot detection approach, and unknown bots
denotes malicious. The antivirus companies are in different
with a higher detection accuracy than behavior-based approach.
regions, and some bot samples may only be discovered in
We will compare these three approaches using assumption
several regions. Thus we use the ratio of positives with the
analysis.
total number to denote the signature suspicious value. Suppose
Suppose the bot samples used for detection are composed
there are d antivirus engines detect it as malicious, thus the
of 50% well-known bots, 30% rare bots, 20% new bots. Wellsignature analysis result will be d/47. We use s to denote the
known bots represent the bots discovered in many regions and
signature suspicious value.
many times. The rare bots represent the bots only discovered
in few regions and few times. The new bots represent the
E. Correlation Engine
unknown bots. In signature-based bot detection approach,
The input to our correlation engine is behavior analysis
suppose the detection accuracy of known bots is a value
result and signature analysis result of a suspicious program.
between [s1 , s2 ], the suspicion value of rare bots is a value
The behavior analysis result is the behavior suspicious value b
between [s3 , s4 ], and the suspicion value of new bots is a value
and the signature suspicious value s. We use w to denote the
between [s5 , s6 ]. In behavior-based bot detection approach,
final suspicious value as shown in Equation 2.
different bot samples have almost the same detection result.
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Suppose the suspicion value is a value between [b1 , b2 ]. In
BotCatch, the final detection result is the equation in Equation
1.
TABLE III.

Rare Bots(30%)
[s3 , s4 ]
[b1 , b2 ]
s or αs + (1 − α)b

New Bots(20%)
[s5 , s6 ]

IV.

In BotCatch, we defined another threshold β, if s ≥ β,
w = s, otherwise w = αs + (1 − α)b. For the known
bots, γ < β < s1 < s2 . For other two bot kinds, suppose
their detection value are below β. Thus the detection value
is between [αs + (1 − α)b1 , αs + (1 − α)b2 ]. For the rare
bots, the detection value is between [αs3 + (1 − α)b1 , αs4 +
(1 − α)b2 ]. For the new bots, the detection value is between
[αs5 +(1−α)b1 , αs6 +(1−α)b2 ]. Thus the detection accuracy
αs4 +(1−α)b2 −γ
of BotCatch is 50% + (αs4 +(1−α)b
∗ 30% +
2 )−(αs3 +(1−α)b1 )
αs6 +(1−α)b2 −γ
(αs6 +(1−α)b2 )−(αs5 +(1−α)b1 )

Behavior Detection
50%

BotCatch

+

4
3
b2 −γ
b2 −b1 ∗ 100%
αs4 +(1−α)b2 −γ
+ (αs +(1−α)b
∗ 30%
4
2 )−(αs3 +(1−α)b1 )
αs6 +(1−α)b2 −γ
∗ 20%
(αs6 +(1−α)b2 )−(αs5 +(1−α)b1 )

TABLE V.
s2
0.9

s3
0.4

s4
0.6

A SSUMPTION VALUES
s5
0.1

Total
65%
60%
76.3%

E XPERIMENT

The architecture of our analysis host is shown in Figure
2. The analysis host has three analysis virtual machines. They
form an isolated local network. In order to capture the accurate
network information, we configured the analysis machines to
connect with the Internet. The analysis host has the following
configurations: Intel Q6600 quad-core processor, 2.40GHz,
2GB RAM, and Ubuntu 12.04 operating system. We use
VirtualBox 4.2.6 as our virtual machine with Windows XP
SP3. We use cuckoo [13] as our analysis system. Cuckoo is the
leading open source automated malware analysis system. We
installed it on our analysis host. Our bot binaries are collected
from [14], and there are more than 5 million malwares in their
site. In behavior analysis, we use a library of SVM, libsvm
[15].
Fig. 2.
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VM 1

Analysis
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Analysis
VM 3

Virtual Network

B. Experiment Results

D ETECTION ACCURACY

We assign some specific values to the variables to present
a easy understanding. According to the values in Table V,
we calculate the detection accuracy as shown in Table VI. In
behavior detection, the detection value relies on the behaviors of different samples. The known bots may not perform
suspicious behaviors, while new bots may perform. Thus the
difference between different samples are not clear, and we only
use the total detection accuracy to present. From the detection
accuracy in Table VI, we can see that Botcatch performs as
well as signature-based approach in detecting known bots. It
performs better than signature-bsed approach in detecting rare
bots and it can detect new bots in an acceptable value. The
total detection accuracy presents that BotCatch can achieve a
well detection accuracy in detecting bots.

s1
0.7

New Bots(20%)
0%
42.9%

∗ 20%.

Detection Accuracy
s −γ
50% + s 4−s ∗ 30%

Signature Detection

Rare Bots(30%)
50%
59.1%

A. Implementation

We have defined γ as the final detection threshold, thus if
the detection value is greater than γ it will be a bot sample,
benign on the contrary. Signature-based detection approach
can detect almost all the known bots, thus γ < s1 < s2 .
It can detect a part of the rare bots, thus s3 < γ < s4 . It
can barely detect the new bots, thus s5 < s6 < γ. Behaviorbased detection approach can detect a part of bot samples,
thus b1 < γ < b2 . We suppose all the detection values
are symmetrical distribution. Thus the detection accuracy of
−γ
signature-based detection approach is ss44−s
∗ 30% + 50%.
3
The detection accuracy of behavior-based detection approach
−γ
is bb22−b
∗ 100%.
1

TABLE IV.

Signature
Behavior
BotCatch

D ETECTION ACCURACY U SING S PECIFIC VALUES

Known Bots(50%)
100%
100%

D ETECTION VALUES

Known Bots(50%)
[s1 , s2 ]

Signature Detection
Behavior Detection
BotCatch

TABLE VI.

s6
0.2

b1
0.3

b2
0.8

α
0.2

β
0.6

γ
0.5
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We collect 625 binaries from [14], while about 237 samples
are ineffective. Thus we analyze 388 samples with 338 bot
samples and 50 benign samples. In order to evaluate the
difference between correlated approach with signature-based
and behavior-based approch, we make three experiments:
signature-based bot detection, behavior-based bot detection,
and behavior and signature correlated bot detection. We use
false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) rates to present
the result of our experiment. A false positive is defined as
a benign program mistakenly detected as a bot program, and
a false negative represents that a bot program is mistakenly
detected as a benign program.
TABLE VII.
Signature Detection
Behavior Detection
Correlated Detection

E XPERIMENT R ESULTS
False Positive Rate
0%
16.7%
5.56%

False Negative Rate
1.78%
0%
0%

In these experiments, we set α = 0.2, β = 0.6, and
γ = 0.4. In signature-based experiment, if the detection rate of
the sample is greater than γ, it will be regarded as bot sample.
That means, if a program is detected as malicious by more
than 19 antivirus engines out of 47, it will be malicious. In
this experiment, 332 bot samples are detected as malicious, 6
bot samples are detected as benign, and all benign samples are

detected as benign. The 0% false positive rate lies in our bot
samples. Because these samples are known bot programs and
their signatures are in the database of most antivirus engines.
The reason of 6 undetected bot samples may be that these
antivirus companies are in different regions and these bot
samples may only be discovered in few regions.
TABLE VIII.
Train Samples
Evaluation Samples
Total

B EHAVIOR - BASED E XPERIMENT S AMPLES
Sample Numbers
345
43
388

Bot Samples
302
36
338

Benign Samples
43
7
50

In behavior-based bot detection experiment, we divide the
samples into 10 groups, 9 of them are used for training, and
the rest 1 group is for evaluation. That means 345 samples
are used for training, including 302 bot samples and 43
benign samples. Other 43 samples are used for evaluating our
approach, including 36 bot samples and 7 benign samples.
The summaries are shown in Table VIII. The detection results
are shown in Table VII, false positive rate is 16.7% and false
negative rate is 0%. That means, 6 benign samples are detected
as bot, and all bot samples are detected as bot. The reason of
high false positive rate may be that the behaviors of benign
programs are similar with bot programs, and the distribution
of train samples are not well enough.
In behavior and signature correlated bot detection experiment, we also divide the samples like behavior-based bot
detection as shown in Table VIII. The false positive rate is
5.56% and false negative rate is 0%. The correlation algorithm
is shown in Equation 2. The false positive rate is higher
than signature-based bot detection approach and lower than
behavior-based. The false negative rate is 0%. The experiments
indicate that correlated bot detection approaches can get a
better detection result than signature-based detection approach
and behavior-based detection approach.
V.

L IMITATION AND F UTURE W ORK

A. Limitation
This work presents a preliminary analysis of our research
and several limitations exist in it: (1) We use virtual machine
to run the suspicious program. Some advanced bot programs
can detect whether they are running in a virtual or emulated
environment. Also, there is an agent running in the virtual
host. Some bot programs can detect these programs. This is
a common problem of detection approaches using visualized
or emulated techniques. While we can decrease this impact
using a large scale of malicious samples. (2) The bot sample
runs in the virtual machine for only several minutes. Thus
many bot programs are terminated before they finish the life
cycle of botnet, and they perform few specific bot behaviors.
While this problem has no effect on signature analysis, we can
decrease its impact through well-designed correlation engine.
(3) Some special designed bots can use obfuscation techniques,
multiprocess mechanism, response delay mechanism to hide
the detection of our approach. (4) The distribution of bot
samples in our experiment are not well enough, such as lacking
of new generation of bots. We will try to add new bots in our
future works. (5) The correlation engine in our approach is a
primary component, the design of it determines the detection
result. Our correlation algorithm is a little simple and not well

enough to balance the weighs of signature and behavior in
different situations. While the analysis and experiment can still
prove the effectiveness of our correlation engine.
B. Future Work
According to the limitations and our research progress,
our future work will focus on the following aspects: (1) The
cuckoo analysis system still has many features that we have
not completely understood yet, and we will continue study this
analysis system. We know cuckoo has several limitations in
analyzing bot programs, such as in a virtual machine, running
only several minutes. We will try to fix these limitations in
our future work. (2) The samples in our experiment have
several limitations, the number of bot samples are not large
enough, the distribution of them are not well. We will continue
capturing bot samples, especially new generation of bots, in
our future works. (3) The correlation algorithm in our correlation engine needs to be further optimized, the values of the
coefficients and the threshold values should be careful selected.
We will try to optimize these values through machine learning
algorithms. (4) The feedback mechanism between behavior
analysis engine and correlation engine will be further studied.
This feedback mechanism makes the learning algorithm some
intelligent.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

Ammar et al. propose a framework combining signaturebased with behavior-based techniques using API graph system [12]. There are three procedures in their framework,
preprocessing, graph construction, and graph matching. The
preprocessing procedure execute the PE file and collect API
call after unpacking complete. The graph construction procedure constructs the call graph based on API call and OS
resource, and then decrease the constructed API graph. The
graph matching procedure matches the graph with API call
graph DB. This framework combines behavior and signature
information while it is just a ideal framework without further
analysis or experiments. Guo et al. propose a novel malware
detection framework based on binary translation named HERO
[16]. It is a novel framework that exploits static and dynamic
binary translation features to detect broad spectrum malware
and prevent its execution. They first use static binary translator
based analyzer to analyze the binary file, if it can not complete
the anlysis, they will use dynamic binary translator based
analyzer to analyze the binary file. Their work still face
the problem of low detection accuracy, low false alarm rate.
Seungwon et al. propose the EFFORT [6], and there are 5
modules in their approach, human-process-network correlation
analysis module, process reputation analysis module, system
resource exposure analysis module, network information trading analysis module, and correlation engine. The correlation
engine correlates the other modules detection result to generate
the final detection result. Zeng et al. propose a host and
network correlation approach to detect bot [8]. They use
Process Monitor to monitor the information on host, including
Registry, File System, and Network Stack. The suspicion level
generator uses the extracted feature vector to generate the
suspicion level. The router passes the collected Netflow of
each time window to Flow Analyzer. Then it will analyze
the Netflow, extract the feature vector, and pass it to the
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cluster analyzer. It will cluster the hosts in LAN based on
the network feature vector of each time window and the
preprocessed information of host distance, and then pass the
results to correlation engine. Through sending requests to all
hosts in each cluster, the correlation engine will combine
host information with network information to calculate the
final detection result to determine whether the host has been
infected. Hsiao et al. propose an approach combining dynamic
passive analysis and active fingerprinting for bot detection in
virtualized environments [19]. The passive detection agent lies
in the virtual machine monitor to profile the bot behavior
and check against it with other hosts. The active detection
agent sends specific stimulus to a host and examine if there
exists expected triggered behavior. While the active agent
needs to know a lot of specific bot commands. Some online
malware analysis system like Anubis [17], CWSandbox [18]
use emulated environment to analyze submitted suspicious
samples, after analysis, they will return a detailed analysis
report to users. While our works are different from them,
we focus on the detection of bot, and we correlate behavior
analysis with signature analysis to generate a more accurate
detection result, we also use correlation analysis result to guide
the learning of behavior analysis engine.
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C ONCLUSION

We propose a behavior and signature correlated bot detection approach, BotCatch. Firstly, we present the design of
BotCatch. There are four components in BotCatch: analysis
engine, signature analysis engine, behavior analysis engine,
and correlation engine. The analysis engine assigns the suspicious sample to signature analysis engine and behavior analysis
engine. These two engines analyze the sample and generate
signature analysis result and behavior analysis result. Then correlation engine correlates these two analysis results to generate
the final detection result. There is also a feedback mechanism
which presents the correlation result and signature detection
result to behavior analysis engine to guide the learning procedure of behavior analysis engine. Secondly, we analyze
the effectiveness of our correlation approach compared with
signature-based bot detection and behavior-based bot detection
approach. The analysis indicate that our correlation approach
can effectively improve the detection accuracy. Thirdly, we
evaluate our approach through experiments and the result
indicate that our approach can detect bots effectively.
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